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NEW QUESTION: 1
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have a Microsoft Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) tenant
named contoso.com. All Windows 10 devices are enrolled in
Microsoft Intune.

You configure the following settings in Windows Information
Protection (WIP):
* Protected apps: App1
* Exempt apps: App2
* Windows Information Protection mode: Silent
App1, App2, and App3 use the same file format.
You create a file named File1 in App1.
You need to identify which apps can open File1.
What apps should you identify? To answer, select the
appropriate options in the answer area, NOTE: Each correct
selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/information-p
rotection/windows-information-protection/create-wip-policy-usin
g-intune
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/information-p
rotection/windows-information-protection/create-wip-policy-usin
g-intune#exempt-apps-from-wip-restrictions

NEW QUESTION: 3
In which scenario does the Applications DBA need to run the
Rapid Clone utility?
A. There is a need for another Oracle Applications system to
test the patches to be applied on the Production system.
Currently, QWERTcompany has five Oracle Applications systems
including Production. The Production and Test systems are on
Release 12.2.10 and the remaining systems are on Release
12.2.9. The Applications DBA plans to run the Oracle utility on
the Test system to test the patch.
B. There was a hardware disk failure on the Development server.
The Development system was being used to test the application
patches. The POIUYcompany has only two systems: Development and
Production. As soon as the hardware disk failure is resolved on
the Development server, there is a need to rebuild that
Development system. The Applications DBA plans to run the
Oracle utility to rebuild the Development system.
C. There are two systems (Test and Production) for XYZcompany.
There are invalid objects being encountered in the Production
system. The errors are not happening on the Test system.The
Applications DBA plans to run the Oracle utility on the
Production system to fix the invalid objects.
D. ABC company has three systems: Development, Test, and
Production. Testing of the Oracle Applications patches are
being done on the Test system and being promoted to Development
for further testing. After the patches are tested in the Test
and Development systems without any issues, they would be
promoted to the Production system. The Applications DBA plans

to run the Oracle utility for the promotion of the patch.
Answer: B
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